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Introduction
In recent years pharmaceutical research in
Switzerland has diversified considerably
due to the dynamic activities of several
start-up companies. In the following
overviews, representatives of seven Swiss
companies outline their research activities. The sequence follows the order of
speakers at the mini-symposium.
Thomas Rückle (Serono Pharmaceutical Research Institute, Geneva) presented a lecture on ‘Medicinal Chemistry in
the Fast Changing World of Biotechnology’.
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In the late 90’s, Serono’s management
made the strategic decision to add small
molecule drug discovery to their research
portfolio with the aim of mimicking and
further extending the spectrum of action
of the existing protein therapeutics with
orally bioavailable next-generation products. As a hallmark of this new research
paradigm, in 1998, Serono established a
new, state-of-the-art Chemistry Department within the newly created research
center in Geneva (Serono Pharmaceutical
Research Institute, SPRI) with the necessary manpower, expertise, as well as the
medicinal, analytical, and combinatorial
chemistry equipment including extensive
structure- and ligand-based design capabilities.
The mission of Serono Discovery
Chemistry is to focus on the design synthesis and characterization of new molecules to be developed as medicines in
close collaboration with Serono biologists
and pharmacologists in the areas of reproductive health, metabolic endocrinology,
cancer, neurology, and immunology.
In conjunction with a Chemistry
Department previously established at
Serono’s Boston-based research site SRBI
(Serono Reproductive Biology Institute),
chemistry teams have a strong commitment to discover innovative therapeutic
treatments and ultimately address unmet

medical needs by taking advantage of the
novel avenues offered by Serono biotechnology expertise. Serono has the ambition
to ‘explore the unexplored’ in order to address the new challenges of genomics and
proteomics in drug discovery. New concepts are constantly elaborated and discussed and new technologies are implemented in order to face the challenges of
the post-genomic era. Such concepts,
tools, and technologies are at the frontier
of chemistry (synthetic combinatorial,
medicinal, analytical and computational
chemistry), cheminformatics, HTS technologies, structural biology, cell biology,
and pharmacology.
Serono chemists have now been working for around five years on a variety of
small molecule drug discovery projects.
As the first small molecules emerging
from these efforts have started entering
human clinical trials, the presentation
held at the Division for Medicinal Chemistry Symposium in Basel in May 2004
gave an account on three different exemplary approaches applied to some of the
projects.
Firstly, an oxytocin–receptor (OT-R)
antagonist program is illustrated as an example of established targets. GPCRs have
proven to be remarkably successful targets for pharmacological intervention.
Potent and selective small molecules with

